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Ambleside Youth Hostels 
 
Ambleside (Queens Hotel) Youth Hostel   1946 to 1971  
 
The Queens, Ambleside, Westmorland 
Historic County: Westmorland YHA Regions: Lakeland, Lakes GR: NY 376044 
 
The Queen’s Hotel, Ambleside is a venerable institution. It claims to be the oldest alehouse in the town, dating back 
to 1635 and called at various times the Black Cock, the Bishop and the Fighting Cock.  
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1: a 1920s advertisement from a Ward Lock’s tourist guide. The Queen’s Hotel was by now geared up for motor touring;  

2: an atmospheric postcard view of the rear portion of the hotel. The Queen’s Pavilion and the town’s bus station  
were located to the right of this view (author’s collection) 

 
At the start of the Second World War, the Queen’s Hotel was requisitioned and used first by the Army, then from 
1940 to 1945 as the base for the Royal College of Art, transferred from London. It housed the men’s hostel and 
teaching studios, while the Salutation Hotel opposite, an old and spacious coaching inn dating from 1650, housed 
the woman students, the administration office, the kitchens, dining facilities and common room. It also was home to 
the School of Engraving. The Queen’s Pavilion was separate, at the back of the hotel, used for recitals and 
entertainments during the students’ time. It was spacious, light and held a grand piano. On weekdays, it was used for 
architectural studies, lettering, calligraphy, etc, though being a large room, it was also cold. Some years later the 
Pavilion, little used, was sold either by YHA or the Queen’s Hotel to be developed as Gaynor’s retail store. 
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Writing in Hostelling News in 1979, YHA Lakeland Region’s long-serving general secretary, Harry Chapman, 
recalled how the Association came by the property after hostilities ceased: 

The Queen’s Hotel at Ambleside fell to us because we alone had the heart to clear up the ghastly mess which the 
art students, evacuated there from London, had left behind. 

 
An article in the Herald, 21st June 1952, described YHA’s early association with the Queen’s and its subsequent 
acquisition: 

The largest of Lakeland’s hostels was formerly the Queen’s Hotel, Ambleside. The inaugural meeting of the 
Lakeland Regional Group was held in its large hall, the Pavilion, just over 21 years ago [in 1931]. It was obtained 
in November 1945, after it had been used by an evacuated art school during the war, and was first opened as a 
youth hostel in April 1946. The first wardens were Mr and Mrs King, and today it is managed by R Nicholson. It 
has 134 beds. 

 
The purchase might have gone quite differently; Lakeland Region considered both this hotel and the Salutation 
Hotel opposite before deciding on the Queen’s. Though the price was not to exceed £9,000, the freehold sale 
reached that maximum figure. The deeds passed to the YHA Trust on 1st October 1945. YHA planned to let three 
rooms as shop premises – probably those to the left and right of the entrance, which have long been separately 
leased. Ownership of the pavilion is not clear: an offer by YHA of £2,000 was refused; but this extra space may have 
been used by hostellers, during the summer of 1946 at least. Repairs were carried out to the hostel and the pavilion, 
and in 1947 the latter was let – presumably by YHA – for a political meeting and the poppy day fund. 
 

    
Ambleside hostel was entering its 6th season in April 1951, when this snap recorded a plethora of ladders, no doubt busy with a 

backlog of repairs and repainting. A YHA triangle guided members through the rather plain hostel entrance on the Market 
Place. To the left is one of the leased shops, while the closed doors behind the van gave access to a book shop for many years  

 (author’s collection) 
 
In its 25 year span the Queen’s hostel had only three management teams, the husband and wife joint wardenships 

favoured by YHA for dependability and longevity, especially in the Lake District’s 
larger premises. Following the Kings, the Nicholsons stayed until 1958, when 
Janet and Brian Martin replaced them.  
 
Left: 1959 hostel stamp of YHA stalwart Clint Maitland (YHA Archive) 

 
Not everybody appreciated Lakeland’s huge hostels. Mary Jephcott visted in 1952 and recalled, in 2008 that it was a 
ghastly big youth hostel. 
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Improvements came gradually as YHA moved with the times. A new fire escape was fitted in 1963, a rather ungainly 
affair at the back of the building. The following year shower cabinets were fitted. Slade Cottage, adjoining the 
Queen’s Hotel, was sold by YHA for £3,000 in February 1965. 
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1: the jumble of buildings at the rear of the hostel, before the provision in 1963 of a fire escape at the right side of the picture. 

The Pavilion stood further to the right, and beyond that for many years was Ambleside’s bus station; 
2: Market Place and the Queen’s youth hostel shortly after the war. The Salutation Hotel is the pale building in the middle 
distance, where the road snakes round to the left. Though YHA chose the grey stone alternative, Lakeland Region’s annual 

general meetings, dances and other occasions were often held at the Salutation. The scene is quiet and traffic-free by today’s 
standards. Remarkably, a single-deck bus has managed to squeeze itself into a tight spot (author’s collection) 

 
Bed numbers stayed unusually unchanged throughout, at 134. Overnights remained steady at about 16,000 in most 
years, with a very high rate of occupancy. The 1960s saw steady growth, however, with 21,000 achieved by 1970. By 
this time YHA officers must have been racking their brains as to how to get more pints into their quart pot.  
 
Expediently, the Youth Hosteller magazine of April 1971 was able to announce:  

The region is negotiating the purchase of the Ambleside Hotel, at Waterhead, Ambleside. The property is 
considered ideal for development for adventure activities, particularly sailing on Windermere. If the deal goes 
through, the present 134-bed Ambleside Hostel, in the centre of the town, will be sold.  
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Ambleside’s first youth hostel thus closed on 25th September 1971 and its replacement opened barely a week later. 
Janet and Brian Martin moved with the hostel business. It must have been a hectic time for them. 

 

       
Two of the popular one-inch tin badges sold in large numbers to hostellers, framing a 1971 hostel stamp (author’s collection) 

 
The property was put up for sale in February 1972 and sold at the end of May, for resumed use as the Queen’s Hotel. 
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1: this type of postcard including a simple sketch-map was popular in the Lake District in the early post-war years; 
2: a rare colour view postcard of the Queen’s in later YHA days. Two chirpy minis have replaced the crash gearbox  

bus and the drab black Austin 8 of the photograph on page 3. Note the decorative bargeboards typical  
of the region and found also at Buttermere hostel, another former hotel (YHA Archive)  
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Ambleside (Waterhead) Youth Hostel   1971 to present 
 
Waterhead, Ambleside, Cumbria LA22 OEU 
Historic County: Westmorland YHA Regions: Lakes, North GR: NY 376030 
 
The coming of the railway to Windermere Station at Birthwaite in 1847 led to a very rapid expansion of the 
Bowness and Ambleside regions. Indeed, Ambleside may have developed even more had the railway succeeded in 
reaching it at Low Wood, or even by going further north by tunnel under Dunmail Raise to Keswick, as once 
planned, but opposition by Wordsworth and others was potent and successful.  
 
Some time in the later 19th century entrepreneurs constructed the Esplanade, a terrace of several hotels at 
Waterhead, to serve the area made popular by Lake steamers calling at the Waterhead Pier adjacent. The attached 
property to the left of the row, Lakelands, was built a little later. The block accommodated up to five hotels, whose 
identities altered regularly, among them the Lakelands Private, County, Grange, Waterhead, Lingmoor, Winander, 
Willowsmere and Bowfell Hotels at various times. By 1970 these were combined into just two; the Ambleside and 
Mereside Hotels. YHA’s property book refers to this pair as the premises bought by the Association in 1971. 

 

 1  2  
 

    3 
Three postcards of the mix of hotels that lined Lake Windermere on the Esplanade at Waterhead.  

1&2: the Lakelands Private Hotel and the Lingmoor Hotel, both probably in the early 20th century (YHA Archive);  
3: the Ambleside Hotel, one of the two businesses bought by YHA in 1971 (author’s collection)     
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The new hostel opened on 4th October 1971. It took up most of the Esplanade buildings, though Lakelands, 
extreme left, has remained in private ownership. YHA claimed that, with 240 beds, Ambleside was the Association’s 
largest hostel at the time of opening, though the unadvertised ‘temporary’ seasonal hostel at Carter Lane (St Paul’s, 
in London) was bigger with 300 beds. The ground floor held the public rooms. The hostel dorms were spread over 
the first, second and third floors, front and back, served by two staircases, with staff at the left-hand (north) extreme. 
The wardens’ flat was at the north end of the first floor until the early 2000s. An extensive cellar running the whole 
length of the hostel provided ample store rooms and some staff facilities; there are still remnants of a pre-YHA 
manager’s office and even a suggestion of a small chapel with stained-glass windows in the basement. 
 
Duncan Simpson was a new recruit to YHA at this time as an assistant at the Waterhead hostel. He remembers:  

On the second floor, the ‘girls’ (staff) had their two bedrooms and a shared bathroom. The ‘boys’ were on the top 
floor. I seem to remember as you went to the left side of the house you passed two dorms and then a door took 
you into a narrow passage with a bend and four bedrooms, two facing the lake and two at the back with our 
bathroom. My room looked over the lake and I counted myself very lucky to have such a lovely view. 
 

More staff (‘boys’ again) were in the annexe, a single storey long and low building, must have been demolished to 
make way for a new building.  
 

The cellar contained a store room for tools etc, a big staff lounge and another room which I think was used as a 
junk store. I seem to remember another drying room down there and maybe some washing machines. It was all a 
bit of a wreck and a dump of neglect and detritus, prone to flooding and space for which YHA had little time and 
even less money. Those were the days when new teaspoons were like hens teeth! 

 

     1  
 

     2 
Two early images of YHA’s new premises in Ambleside. 1: South Wales cyclist JD Thomas photographed the hostel from a 

popular angle when he visited in 1973. He commented: ‘a very superior youth hostel, all the comforts!!’ Modern visitors will not 
recognise the empty car parking spaces; 2: a postcard showing relaxed hostellers on the shoreline (YHA Archive) 
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One of the more notable acquisitions in the early days was provided by the Richards Bequest, a fund set up to 
provide youth hostels with libraries and common-room games. More unusually, in 
1972 Ambleside hostel gained a fleet of unsinkable fibre-glass boats through this 
fund. The hostel’s jetty was also the subject of much committee deliberation at this 
time; the developers of the property adjacent to the hostel were willing to relinquish 
their rights on the pier if they could build a new jetty to the south for their own use; 
they would also help maintain the slipway.  
 
Alterations to the wardens’ quarters in the main building were progressing slowly, and completed in 1974. As the 
hostel was on the on six-month extended opening pattern designed for the busiest locations, YHA was obliged to 
provide a separate wardens’ dining area, a simple matter at Ambleside.  
 
The new premises were instantly popular. Over 33,000 overnights were recorded in the first full year, 1972, some 

12,000 more than the best at the Queen’s, and the 40,000 mark was reached in 1975, before 
relaxing in the 1980s. Much of the growth of course was with school journey party usage; 
occasional reference was made in committee minutes to bad behaviour, an occasional theme 
in YHA the 1970s. Another reported problem was that members were continually forcing 
washbasins (probably of the hotel sort) off the walls by placing heavy rucksacks on them. 
 
Top right and left: hostel stamps of 1972 and 1976 

 
Walkers came in huge numbers, but the hostel was also proving popular with cyclists: a locked cycle shed was 
urgently required with the increased use, though until the 1990s an open bike store remained at the extreme south-
east corner of the site. 
 
In the mid-1970s YHA supplied new equipment to improve meals provision. The hostel was very nice after 
redecoration; a cost of £2,300 to paint the front and south end gable of the premises was quoted. The maintenance 
team solved a problem with condensation in the men’s toilets on ground floor, a defective design from hotel days. 
 
By 1980 YHA appraised meals take-up by members, noting there was room for improvement, especially by making 
the meals and timing more flexible. Wardens Brian and Janet Martin helped to devise a cafeteria system with 
extended times and snacks available at any time. Initial plans put forward in 1983 were to cost up to £4,000.  By 
1984 the hostel kitchen was fully operational, but there were teething problems with the implementation of the 
cafeteria service. Nevertheless a memo of 1985 praised an increase in the take-up of meals.  
 
With the 1980s came an increased awareness of the importance, and costs, of good fire precautions. 1981 Lakes 
Region Council minutes declared of this site: 

Fire precautions and means of escape date from pre-YHA days, probably satisfactory at the time but now 
inadequate – the majority of the dorm doors are not at ‘half-hour-standard’. Fire Officer recommends work to 
cost £6,000 (later £7,352, then £11,300 and eventually £12,878). Updating the fire control panel for 
emergencies should be installed as soon as possible. Updating 67 doors to fire standards needed immediately. To 
be completed in Jan 1982.  

 
Eventually, it was time for the Martins to retire from a wardening career in Ambleside that stretched back to 1963. 
Hostelling News ran an article in June 1994 to honour their outstanding contribution to YHA: 

Roots in Local Groups... a Warden’s Story 
 

Brian and Janet Martin retired from wardening Ambleside Hostel early this year. YHA News reported briefly but 
now we are privileged to give their own account of life on the lake shore. In Brian’s words .... 
 

As to my connections with YHA, my parents took up cycling in about 1944 and joined the CTC and the local 
YHA group in Blackpool, and I followed suit. The Fylde Coast YHA Group was so popular at that time that 
there was a separate Junior Section in which I was involved in the organisation. My first Hostel night was at 
Elterwater on VE Day. My father became a member of the Lakeland Regional Council, then in 1951 my parents 
came into wardening, being married assistants at Keswick. I soon followed them as I left school and spent a year 
as assistant at Keswick also, leaving in June 1952 to go into the Civil Service in London. 
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Eventually I came to work in Kendal and married Janet who had been a Kendal YHA member – we actually first 
met at the old Kendal hostel. After deciding that YHA would be more rewarding than office jobs we became 
married assistants at the Queens, Ambleside in March 1958. Later we wardened at Greenside (Helvellyn) for 
three years, 1960-62, then returned as wardens of the Queens from April 1963, then moved with the hostel to 
Mereside in October 1971 (finally leaving on 7 January 1994, a bit short of 36 years service). I don’t know of any 
present-day wardens who can come anywhere near the number of overnights we have been responsible for since 
becoming wardens, roughly 1.07 million, and the number of meals Janet has overseen will be many more than 
that. 

 
New to Ambleside were Simon Ainley and Jenny Darby, who moved from their post at Matlock youth hostel, 
Simon in November 1993 and Jenny early the following year. Simon faced an immediate challenge as the builders 
had started on phase one of long-awaited PDMP redevelopment improvements, planned over four successive 
winters.  He writes: 

YHA wanted me up there as soon as possible but the managers’ flat (situated above the current bar 
lounge/dining area – rooms 101-105) couldn’t be lived in as it was being re wired, replumbed and decorated. I 
stayed in a dorm for the duration. We lived on site in the flat for the whole period we worked there. 
 

The 1993 programme covered the ground floor, new boilers and the managers’ flat renewal. A new central heating 
system was installed to bring heat for the first time into all the bedrooms. Over the winter of 1994-95 YHA replaced 
all toilets and showers in the building so as to provide good quality facilities close to the bedrooms. The third winter 
programme, 1995-96, concentrated on refurbishing all the bedrooms, and over 1996-97 the old staff house at rear of 
hostel was demolished. A new three-storey stone building replaced it. 
  
YHA News of spring 1998 announced that additional small rooms would be made available by moving the staff out 
of their third floor rooms and the wooden prefabricated annexe building to a new 10-bedroom house for the deputy 
manager and staff in the grounds.  With the hostel getting much busier, however, YHA had to retain five rooms for 
staff on the third floor, and four are still used in this way. 
 
Simon and Jenny were to stay until 1999, overseeing another surge in annual overnight numbers, to 53,000 at the 
end of the decade. Simon became Groups Division North Operations Manager in October 1999 whilst Jenny 
continued to run Ambleside on her own until December 1999, when they moved back to Matlock. 
 

 1  2  
1: the newly constructed staff house on the row behind the hostel, on Lake Road, the main road. The development gained for 
YHA the award of the Isabel Wilson Trophy, donated annually by the Ambleside Civic Trust to a project ‘that gives pleasure to 
the public and is deemed to improve the village.’ They commented that it was a great improvement on the previous building; 

2: Gerald Hardwick was a hostelling enthusiast, particularly for the special events and meals laid on by YHA at Christmas  
and the New Year. This is his photograph of his visit to Ambleside for the hostel’s seasonal special, December 1999.  

He added: ‘I had several pleasant Christmases here. Hostel near full yet never felt crowded’ (YHA Archive) 
 
Peter and Ursula Brendling were the new managers at Ambleside from 1999 and lived in the same first floor flat for 
a period before YHA bought for them 7 Waterhead Terrace, almost adjacent to the staff house, and the flat was 
converted into guest bedrooms. This property was subsequently sold and the manager now lives off site. 
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Peter stayed until 2013, during which time Ambleside hostel was also to become responsible, for a few years, for the 
running of Langdale and Elterwater hostels in various arrangements. He would have witnessed the first of two 
damaging floods, in November 2009, when the basement was inundated to several feet by seepage from the lake. The 
consequence in this case was more serious, as the water knocked out the hostel’s power supply for several months, 
closing the premises. The second flood, during Storm Desmond on 5th and 6th of December 2015, had less of an 
impact as the critical equipment had been given a new location at the back of the first floor.   
 
YHA announced major investment at Ambleside in 2012. The works were in place from November 2012 to May 
2013 and the £1.42 million refurbishment resulted in excellent new facilities throughout. Part of the remit was to 
take full advantage of the superb position so that non-residents as well as guest would be attracted to the Lakeside 
Restaurant, much in line with current YHA thinking. This was achieved by opening up the front of the restaurant 
by French windows to a new decked terrace area with potential for fine-weather outside dining, in full view of the 
crowds at Waterhead. Chris Bonington CBE officially opened the hostel on 28th July.  
 

 
 

 
The new frontage of Ambleside hostel, with the Lakeside Restaurant proudly displayed, a few months after the reopening 

(author’s photographs, November 2013) 
 

Damian Parker took on the manager’s role at Ambleside in 2013. The youth hostel now provides 249 beds, only 
nine more than when it opened, in 65 guest rooms, but with its considerable extra comforts and refinements it has 
achieved since 2016 an astonishing 20,000 annual overnights more than those early days. 11 rooms are now en suite. 
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 1  2   
 

 3  4  
 

 5  6  
 

 7  8  
More photographs by the author on a cold, crystal-clear day in November 2013. 1-2: the shore-front youth hostel;  

3: the erstwhile shuttle bus still seeing occasional use; 4: rear view towards the low fells above Ambleside; 5-8 privileged vistas 
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Ground floor plans, before and after the 2013 investment. The lower illustration shows the considerable reorganisation by 

combining the reception, bar and dining areas into one space, much in line with other contemporary refurbishments, such as at 
YHAs Eskdale, Portland, St Pancras and Keswick. In Ambleside’s case, the changes allow the central lounge space to double as a 

new attractive breakfast serving and dining area. The lower plan was later modified in a few small details (YHA Archive) 

 
John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive 

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows 
1946-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb 

¶: Queen’s Hotel Hostel;   ∆: Waterhead Hostel 
*: 17 month period  

          

1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 
… … … … … … 7343¶ 13974¶ 16541¶ 16115¶ 

          

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
16266¶ 14934¶ 15978¶ 16050¶ 14816¶ 15325¶ 15565¶ 16348¶ 16599¶ 17820¶ 

          

1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 
18112¶ 18866¶ 18376¶ 18104¶ 18169¶ 19895¶ 19258¶ 19528¶ 18867¶ 19569¶ 

          

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
21054¶ 21103¶ 33485∆ 37439∆ 39411∆ 43139∆ 43594∆ 40792∆ 41980∆ 43032∆ 

          

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 
43564∆ 39581∆ 37288∆ 35998∆ 38098∆ 39922∆ 37680∆ 41051∆ 41060∆ 42873∆ 

          

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
41437∆ 36753∆ 45495*∆ 36520∆ 35604∆ 41507∆ 48438∆ 51293∆ 52162∆ 53548∆ 

          

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
49212∆ 38862∆ 47608∆ 49150∆ 53146∆ 49653∆ 47319∆ 49681∆ 47894∆ 43337∆ 

          

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
43356∆ 50303∆ 40954∆ 40778∆ 55957∆ 57968∆ 62062∆ 60415∆ 58560∆ 58583∆ 


